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About This Game

Congratulations! We are delighted to welcome you to the Grand Academy for Future Villains, the world's finest evil preparatory
school, where unimaginable power begins with a world-class education!

The Grand Academy for Future Villains is a hilarious 200,000-word interactive novel by Katherine Nehring, where your choices
control the story. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Looking for a career as an evil overlord? A mad scientist? A megavillain, a wicked witch, a final boss? You’re not going to get
there without hard work, dedication, and thorough education. In the space between worlds, between genres, beyond time and

space itself, the Grand Academy for Future Villains trains the bad guys that every good story needs.

You, our hero--or our villain, rather--will arrive at the Academy ready to learn, but you'll quickly discover that there’s so much
more to villain school than getting good grades. As you navigate the school year, you’ll have the opportunity to:

 Secure an internship with a prestigious heartless corporation or megalomaniacal dictator

 Seduce a hero to the dark side (Attention students: do NOT allow yourself to be seduced by the forces of good!)

 Put in the extra hours at the lab to become an actual monster.

 Pledge your family’s secret society and become worthy of--or defy--the grand destiny your family has mapped out for
you.
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 Pay off your student loans (in the blood of your enemies, if necessary).

 Find true love, deadly rivalry, or both at the same time with your fellow students.

 Save your alma mater, take it over, betray it, or drop out in a blaze of glory.

Our alumni have gone on to dominate worlds, conquer galaxies, break hearts, and succumb to the creeping darkness in their
souls. The choices that you make at our school will determine whether you join their illustrious company.

Enroll today!
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For some reason i can not set my controls help please.. What the heck am I even doing. Quite a boring and slow game, ships are
far to small to really enjoy a good space battle but there is alot of customization, reasearch tree seemed lacking and quite
simplified while other aspects seemed far to complicated, controls and camera movements were just annoying, definatly not as
well made as its competitor games like Endless space. This is probably a cheaper version with less content, units, ships and
custimizabillity but at a similar price to endless space. Long story short if you enjoy playing for hours and hours manging lots of
little things then this game is for you. If you prefer the option of custmizabillity with a resonable match duration and cool
combat scenes then play Endless space. In any case i wouldnt recommend this game when then a much better games out there at
the same or even cheaper price. Definatly if they improved the combat and perhaps made solar systems etc more pleasing to the
eye then it could be worth trying again.. Runaway: A Twist of Fate, is the third and final (as of right now) entry into the
Runaway game trilogy. The story, while leaping ahead a bit in time from the cliffhanger ending of Runaway: Dream of the
Turtle, can be considered a direct sequel since it wraps up the events from that game.

If you have played either of the other two games, which is recommended if you want to know the full story, then you will be
familiar with the control scheme. This is a point and click adventure, with the left and right mouse buttons used to explore and
pick up items. In your inventory you can examine and combine items, and select them to use in the environment. The puzzles
are on the same level of difficulty as the first two games. There are no ways to fail, so if you are having trouble just keep
exploring and combining items until you find the solution. A nice addition is a button to press that will show you all the hotspots
in an area. That definitely helps make some of the pixel hunting go a lot faster.

The graphics have seen a nice upgrade from the previous game. My biggest complaint, the character models, have been
improved, and while still not the best, are more than serviceable. The backgrounds are as nice as they have been in the Runaway
series.

The voice acting and sound continues to be done well. There are some new original songs in Runaway: A Twist of Fate. Plenty
of effort has been put into making the sound top quality.

One of my biggest complaints of the series has been the underwhelming involvement of Gina. Although saving her is a main
plot point of the first two games, she is never really present for much of the games. You have no chance to form any sort of
attachment to her. That is addressed in this game, where you will be able to control Gina for large parts of the game. She almost
feels like a new character, because you did not have much interaction with her in the previous games. Brian is clearly a different
character than when he began the first game, but it makes sense after the adventures you have been on together.

Runaway: A Twist of Fate felt like the shortest game in the series. However, what is there is very enjoyable, and I would much
rather play a shorter game that is filled with quality content than a longer game that wears out its welcome.

I fully recommend Runaway: A Twist of Fate. I felt like the previous game, Dream of the Turtle, was a drop in quality in the
series, but the trilogy ends on a high note. An additional adventure in the saga of Brian and Gina would be welcome.

Grade: B+. It was a difficult decision to give this game a thumbs down, when I would, on a non-binary rating system, give it a
passing, yet slightly below average score. A scoring bug and a clunky UI were the deciding factors.

Pros:
- Graphically appealing, the best of the genre that I have tried.
- Supports 4K resolutions.

Cons:
- (Bug) The scoring system is FUBAR in higher difficulties. Nothing like clearing a high difficulty tileset and receiving a score
of minus 24 million and some change.
- (Usability) It is impossible to judge the height of stacks without moving the camera, and the mouse responsiveness is bad.
Repositioning the camera is much harder than it should be. I've played much more user-friendly 2D MajJong programs.. I
signed up for a cute f\/f romance. I didn't sign up for the two women having nonconsensual sex offscreen (because when one of
them is so drunk they literally don't remember the next morning, it's DEFINITELY not consensual).
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The art and voice-acting isn't worth that bs. Absolutely requesting a refund.
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Cool graphics and fun theme. The problem is with the stupid gun and levels. Why the heck do we need to "decompress" before
shooting? The action is slow in the first level but becomes far too intense in the second level -- the "decompression" of the gun
makes it virtually impossible to dodge, fire at bots, and "decompress" the gun. You really need to remove the stupid
"decompression" of the gun and make the stages a little more progressive. Each stage should be just a little harder than the last,
not 200% harder. I'd be fine with the difficult levels if the gun would shoot without decompressing. I can't recommend this
game until the level difficulty is addressed and the stupid gun "decompressing" is removed.. Really enjoying this game. This is
not a casual RPG game, really looks to be designed for more experienced, hard core RPG gamers. The combat system is really
different it goes into a mode like what we used to have when I played PnP games like AD&D with the use of minatures that
takes into account, line of sight, terrain and combantant obsticles. It's different than any other RPG game I have played and well
done in my opinion. Lots of quests and a large world to explore.

If your tired of dumbed down RPGs and want something that injects realism like finding and hunting for food, getting proper
equipment to survive harsh weather, quests that require paying attention and not relying on a huge "!" over NPC's head I can
recommend this game without reservation.

Running an AMD Phenom II 955 Quad Core CPU, Nividia GeForce GT 630 2 GB Video card and 4 GB RAM, have not had
any problems running the game in "pretty" mode, which is middle of the graphic options, no crashes and no bugs so far..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. I'm really torn on whether to recommend or not. It's super fun and charming, but I
would wait until it's on sale. It takes 2h to complete the main game, maybe a couple more if you want to 100%. But with no
reason to replay levels more than once and no real challenge or skill involved there's no replayability. The concept is really
playful and interesting but I don't feel like it's utilized in the best way.
Bottom line is I like this game a lot but it either needs more of a challenge than swiping your mouse across 2 minute levels or
needs to be cheaper.. This is all my opinion but from what I saw from its actual setup for a SRPG

Potential: 9.5/10
Creativity: 8/10
Menu: 8.5/10

This program has a very unique free feel and creative feel. You can FEEL The potential it has as a coding engine and as a SPRG
Engine, It is amazing what this can do. Its like one of those programs that have massive potential but no one usually clicks on
because they don't know what it is or are too intimidated by it. This program is amazing! Its easy and fun to use and is just so
nice and clean. I took my whole time currently to go indepth into the engine and its setup and I find it so amazing, there will
always be something you CAN do.

Give it a shot! :D. Devs said \u201cWe estimate the game will be in early access for 12-16 months.
2 years later we are at version 0.1. We got 1 or 2 updates in the entirety of 2018!

As is i dont know how people are recommending this game even with pre release there are WAY too many bugs for me to
recommend at this time.
Pros-Graphics are stellar nearly real life
Cons-Tutorial SUCKS, you run around and yes you find a heal kit and heal items but event he damn help menu doesnt tell you
how to use it and every key i hit nothing worked.
Dinos-Plenty of them
Supplies for crafting-few and far between, found tons of sticks but there was giant rocks and small rocks all around but you
couldnt pick up any of them the only items you can use or pick up is in blue i found 2 roks in thirty minutes. But i could find a
dino ready to eat me every 5 minutes
As is im not recommending but i reserve the right to change this review as time goes on.
This game has been pre-release without required fixes for way too long. It feels unfinished, unbalances and lost. Additionally
game crashes lke REGULARLY with no reason, this has been going on since 2017 and they still havent fixed it on a prerelease
game. I am \/FACEPALMING ALL DAY
I have tried to give this several tries and im still on NO. Its totally random what you get to spawn, each time you start a new
game there could be a TREX spawn behind you, insta death trust me i know. Or the items that are in the escape pod are totally
random, 2 hours of running around and not ONE thermal thield. I have tried to recreate each time but every time its random.
Sometimes i have another human come to my camp sometimes i dont. The objective locations do not always appear on the map
so you are running around like an idiot, and finding flowers to cure things is like finding a needle in a haystack and you can only
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hold so many items.

As is 4\/10. I think that SOME of the players recommending this game were either paid to do it and\/or are a part of the devs or
friends of the devs because most games like this have more than 198 revoews two years out on prerelease. Additionall some of
the reviewsers no longer have the game in their list and the friends list tells me a lot.

That said this game has\/had potential but the are seriously blowing it and not the volcano way either.. Fun game that makes you
feel BA.
Pros:
+Movement is awesome
+Music is great
+High Replayability
+Level Design utilizes your abilities well
Cons:
-Some hitboxes are questionable
-Short
It took me 2.7 hours to beat
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